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Abstract: The web application has been playing a key role in the development of modem society. Unlike
traditional applications, modem web applications are generally more exposed to untrusted users, data and
transmission medium. According to a cenzic 2014 report 96% of all applications tested in 2013 have one or more
serious security vulnerability. The root causes behind these vulnerabilities are lack of application security
awareness, design flaws and secure coding. Fwthennore, developers frequently see functionality as more
important than security. Therefore, this study proposed a simple implementation of the single security
Application Programming Interface (API) that could minimize web application security flaws and prevent from
critical malicious attacks. A prototype application is developed with open web Application Security Project
(OWASP) enterprise security application API based on Rapid Application Development (RAD) methodology.
Thus, this study been carried out with an aim to fill the gap between web application development and
application security domain.
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INTRODUCTION
The web application has become more and more
critical in every domain of human society such as
communications, e-Commerce, education, health, military,
entertainment and others. Not only government sectors
and major corporation are using these applications but
also across all organizations and even by individual users.
As most of them rely on websites to interact with
employee, deliver content to their customers, provide
information to the public and sell products certain
technologies are often deployed to handle the different
tasks in the web application. Therefore, web application
even becomes a strategy's core competency for any
organization.
Web application vulnerabilities can be costly for the
organization which may include direct financial losses and
tarnished image and brand. Organization security strategy
often includes development process model and choosing
tools that reduce or mitigate the various vulnerabilities
present in the web applications.
However, software developers frequently see
functionality as more important than quality or security.
This is natural since the functionality is what represents
the need for a given product. Without it there is even no
need for security because there will be nothing to be
secured (Kaur et al, 2012). Tlie study sliowed that ahnost
every company is conscious of the risks of insecure
software and performs all these activities to some extent.
Although their clients rarely or do not ask explicitly for
security, software-house developers implement security
assurance mechanisms because they are aware that in
case something goes wrong it will bring them negative
consequences (Epstein, 2009).
In order to obtain a secure web application, the
typical development approach needs to be extended.
Today, web application developers need to be skilled in
diverse areas of discipline. It's essential to build an
application which is user friendly, highly performance,
accessible and most importantly is secure while executing
and communicating via untrusted environment that the
developer or organization has no control over it.
One key area of the problem is that application
security is a large and complex discipline that most
developers will not be able to master in a short time frame,
particularly if they are busy gettiug and understanding
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